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Abstract 

Disruption means serious deviation from the planned operations. In this paper, static disruption management problems of rail 
transit network are discussed: the importance evaluation problem and the disruption impact problem. For importance evaluation 
problem, betweenness based evaluation indexes of stations, edges and lines are established based on K shortest paths and 
passenger flow; for disruption impact problems, the global efficiency is adopted to evaluate how well the subway system works 
before and after the disruptions. And three levels of attack strategies are designed to describe the disruptions. Finally, Beijing 
subway is studied. The result of case study shows: (1)our proposed importation evaluation model based on expanded 
betweenness concepts can be used to evaluate the subway’s importance in different levels; (2)removal of even a few lines, 
stations or edges with a high betweenness will result in a big decline in the efficiency of subway network; (3)Beijing subway 
network is robust against random disruptions but fragile for intentional attacks. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Department of Transportation Engineering, Beijing Institute of Technology. 
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1. Introduction 

In the railway context, disruption means serious deviation from the planned operations [1]. It may be caused by 
various internal or external factors, such as the faulty switch on a busy track, broken down rolling stock, damaged 
overhead wires, or signal system failure. 
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In recent years, disruption management has been an active topic in passenger railway transportation [2-5]. In this 
article, disruption management of railway network can be divided into two classes: static disruption management 
and dynamic disruption management. Dynamic disruption management refers to the task of adapting the timetable, 
the rolling stock circulation and the crew schedules to the actual situation. Integrated optimization models are 
established to deal with the large-scale disruption problem in transportation networks, besides the real-time 
changing passenger demand is also considered. 

Static disruption management refers to the task of finding the weakness or key positions of the network, through 
static analysis of underlying network’s properties and function, and then enforcing the management measures by 
allocating more resources. We propose two problems of static disruption management of rail transit: 

How to evaluate a station, a section or a line’s importance in underlying subway network? Degree-based method, 
betweenness-based method, or others? 
Once a disruption occurs, what’s the impact of the disruption on network connection and efficiency? How to 
evaluate the effect? 

Subway networks can be studied as complex networks [6-11]. Related studies are mainly reported in networked 
analysis of properties, function and reliability of transportation system [8-17]. But, these studies have limited help to 
solve above-mentioned problems of static disruption management. 

In this paper, we study the related problems of the static disruption management based on the complex network 
theory. Two main goals will be reached: 

Importance evaluation of stations, sections and lines. Because, as the operator, we must know which stations, 
which sections, or which lines are key positions or much more important than others. In section 3 of this paper, 
evaluation indexes based on expanded betweenness concepts will be established. Besides, we consider the 
Beijing network as a directed and weighed graph and present a static analysis of importance based on it. 
Disruption impact analysis. When a disruption incident occurs in a station, sections or a line entirely, we must 
know what impact of the disruption on rest of the network. In section 4, an attack strategies set (including 
specific stations, sections or lines) is built and an impact analysis model is established to evaluate how well a 
system works before and after the disruptions. Furthermore, Beijing subway network is introduced in the case 
study  

The two innovative points of our paper are: (1) A new concept of betweenness is proposed to make a better 
description of the importance of stations, sections and lines. (2) A new idea based on attack tolerance of complex 
networks is adopted to deal with subway disruption problems. 

2. Methods Description 

2.1. Subway Network Model 

The subway network can be abstracted as a directed and weighted graph [6, 8]. Firstly, the subway network was 
established with the graph model proposed by Yin [18] and Zhou [19], where the transfer station was considered as 
two nodes connected by a pair of directed links. And the weighted graph needs the two matrix to be described: 

The adjacency matrix {aij}, if a direct link exists between station i and j, aij=1; if not, aij=0. 
The matrix of weights associated to each basic link, we name it impedance matrix{wij}. 

In previous studies, researchers only consider the weight wij as the physical distance between stations i and j, or 
just as the number of edges between stations i and j [6, 8]. 

In this paper, we define the edges/sections as the links between two adjacent stations. And the generalized fare 
wij adopted in this paper was defined by Zhou [19, 20]. 
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2.2. Betweenness and Importance Evaluation 

In this section, the betweenness based on shortest paths are introduced to measure the importance of stations, 
edges and lines, which is most common concept. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the importance of subway system, 
three levels of betweenness based on this concept are introduced: the station betweenness, the edge betweenness and 
the line betweenness. The betweenness is used to evaluate the importance of stations, edges/sections and lines 
directly. The bigger the betweeness is, the more important the station, edge/section or the line is. 

Betweenness based on shortest paths. Betweenness has been proposed over years to quantify the importance of 
the node or edge in a network by measuring the structure centrality. The simplest and most used measure of 
betweenness is based on shortest paths. If mij(p) is the number of shortest paths linking the nodes i and j that contain 
the station or edge p, and mij is the number of shortest paths linking the nodes i and j, the betweenness of the station 
or edge p can be defined as: 

( ) ( ) /StationOrEdge
ij ij

i j G i j G

b p m p m     (1)

Here, similar to the station’s bettweenness, the line betweenness model can be established. So, If mij(l) is the 
number of shortest paths linking the nodes i and j that pass through the line l, the betweenness of the line l based on 
shortest paths can be defined as in formula (3), and we can also call it the first order betweenness of the line l. 

, ,
( ) ( ) /line
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Betweenness based on K shortest paths. But in a subway network, passenger doesn’t travel through shortest 
paths only. So some researchers proposed another two measures for network: a measure based on all possible paths 
and a measure based on random paths. Obviously, for a subway network, the above methods are unscientific and 
irrational. Because, as a rational man, passenger choose the travel paths only within a reasonable alternative paths, 
not through only one path or through all possible paths, or just travel randomly. 

For each pair of stations i and j, alternative paths set should be built, which containing K shortest paths. The k-
shortest paths is defined as k shortest or most rational paths between two stations. The wij of the each path can be 
used to evaluate which paths should be included in the alternative path set. So we name the measure based on k-
shortest paths: k-order betweenness. If fij

q(p) is the choice rate of the shortest path q linking the nodes i and j that 
contain the station or edge p, n is the station number and k is number of shortest paths in the alternative path set 
between stations i and j, So the k-order betweenness of the station or edge p based on the k-shortest paths can be 
defined as: 

1
( ) ( ) / ( ( 1))

k
StationOrEdge q
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Then, when we set k=1, the kth order betweenness just degenerates into the station or edge betweenness based on 
shortest paths. And then formula (3) turns into formula (1). 

Similar to the station’s bettweenness, if fij
q(l) is the choice rate of the qth shortest path linking the nodes i and j

that passes through the line l, the importance of the line l based on k-shortest paths can be defined as in formula (4), 
and we can also call it the kth order betweenness of the line l. 

1
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Betweenness based on Passenger flow. Passenger flow betweenness is a more realistic betweenness measure to 
evaluate the importance of the subway system, which is based on the flow betweenness [11]. We assume that every 
total number of passengers from every station i to station j is known to us. Actually, the OD data, which records the 
Origin station and Destination station related information of passengers, can be extracted from the Automatic Fare 
Collection System (AFC) in the subway. But the accurate path which passenger chooses from station i and station j 
is unknown due to the limitation of passenger positioning technologies. So, two assumptions are proposed: (1) 
passengers all choose the shortest paths. (2) passengers choose the paths based on logit model within a k shortest 
paths set.  

In the first assumption, the station, edge and line betweenness based on passenger flow can be described as: if 
PVij is the total number of passengers from station i and j, and PVij(p) is defined the amount of passengers who 
choose the shortest path and the shortest path passing through the station p, or the edge p, or the line p. So the 
formula of passenger flow betweenness under shortest path assumption is defined in (5): 

, , ( ) ( ) /Station edge or line
ij ij

i j G i j G

b p PV p PV (5)
 

In the second assumption, the station, edge and line betweenness based on passenger flow can be described as: if 
PVij is the total number of passengers from station i and j, and PVij(p) is defined the amount of passengers who 
choose the path k with a rate r(p) and the path k passes through the station p, or the edge p, or the line p. So the 
formula of passenger flow betweenness under k-shortest paths assumption can be defined in (6): 

, ,  ( ) ( )* ( ) /Station edge or line
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2.3. Disruption Impact Analysis 

Global Efficiency. In order to evaluate how well the subway network perform before and after the disruptions, 
the global efficiency and Local efficiency are introduced by [6]. Eventually, the global efficiency of subway 
network graph is redefined as in formula (7): 

1 1( )
( 1)

n

i j G ij

E G
n n d

 (7)
 

Where, dij is the generalized fare of shortest path between stations i and j, Eglob is a value in interval [0,1]. The 
maximum value E =1 is reached only when there is an edge between each pair of stations. We mark Eglob as GESW,
in order to distinct the global efficiency concept based on edge number in shortest paths which is maked GEEN [6]. 

Disruptions and Attack Strategies. In subway network, disruptions may occur at stations or on edges. The 
consequence of disruptions may be that stations are closed, sections are cut down or a line breaks down entirely. In 
complex network theory, attack strategies can simulate the result of disruptions in subway network. Three attack 
strategies are designed in recent researches: the largest degree based attacks, the highest betweenness based attacks, 
and random attacks [9, 21-24]. But those methods were just about the failure of stations, and can’t be directly used 
to describe the disruptions of subway system accurately. In order to investigate the impact of disruptions in subway 
network, a three-level attack strategy is constructed based on above-mentioned attack methods. 

The edge level of attacks. It can also be called the edge disruption. Random sections or highest betweenness 
sections would be selected to be removed from the subway network. This type of attacks can be used to describe 
the disruption in sections between two stations. 
The station level of attacks. It can also be called the station disruption. Random stations, largest degree stations or 
high betweenness stations would be selected to be removed from the network. Equally, once a station is removed, 
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the links associated to the station are also removed simultaneously. This type of attacks can be used to describe 
the disruption that the station is closed and trains can’t pass through it. 
The line level of attacks. It can also be called the line disruption. Random lines or highest betweenness lines 
would be selected to be removed from the network. Equally, once a line is removed, the stations and links 
associated to the subway line are also removed simultaneously. This type of attacks can be used to describe the 
disruption that the whole line breaks down. 

The biggest difference between our three-level attack strategies from others is that our three-level attack 
strategies are specially designed for impact analysis of disruptions in different scenarios in rail transit network. In 
our high betweenness based attacks, lines, stations or edges are removed one group by one group according to 
betweenness ranks. 

3. Case Study 

In this section, Beijing subway is introduced as a case study of importance evaluation and disruption impact 
analysis models. In Beijing, more than 9 million of passengers travel daily through the heavily utilized subway 
network connecting 17 lines with a total length of 527 kilometers and 318 operating stations. In this paper, the 
Beijing subway is considered as a directed and weighed graph. The weights of the graph are extracted from the 
timetables and surveys. And more than 5,000 thousand items of AFC data, each piece of which records a 
passenger’s Entry station, Exit station and the deal time. The AFC data is used to supports our calculation of 
betweenness based on passenger flow. Finally, importance of stations, sections and lines under different estimation 
methods are discussed. Besides, disruption impact is analyzed under the designed attack strategies and global 
efficiency based evaluation method. All our proposed models are all implemented by C# programs.  

 

Fig. 1. Beijing subway map (2015.3) 
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3.1. Importance Evaluation 

Line Importance. All lines’ betweenness under different methods are calculated by using formula (2), (4), (5), 
(6). The results are shown in figure 2. The black and the blue in figure 2 indicates that betweenness is calculated 
under the condition that passengers only choose the shortest paths, while the red and pink line indicates that 
passengers choose paths from the K shortest paths set. Figure 2 shows that line 2 and line10 is the more important 
than others in Beijing subway in terms of betweenness. Compared to the practical passenger volume of Beijing 
Subway (2015.3), the result of our line betweenness based importance evaluation models has the similar 
characteristics, especially the pink one. In other words, our methods can be used to explain why a subway line can 
carry so many passengers or why a subway line is so important in the network in terms of topological structure. The 
topological structure is the key factor deciding the importance of the subway lines. 

 

 

Fig. 2. the rank of line betweenness based on different methods, the black one is line betweenness of Beijing subway based on shortest paths, the 
red one is based on K-shortest paths, and the blue one and the pink one is based on passenger flow. 

Station Importance. In this section, the station betweenness under different methods are calculated by using 
formula (1), (3), (5), (6). Figure 3 shows that station betweenness based on shortest paths, k-shortest paths and 
passenger flow has a big difference between each other. In terms of station betweenness based on shortest paths, 
Military Museum, Fuxingmen and Dongdan are the top three stations in subway network. In terms of station 
betweenness based on k-shortest paths, Xizhimen, Huixinxijie Nankou and Xuanwumen are the top three stations. In 
terms of station betweenness based on passenger flow (distributed by shortest paths), Guomao, Fuxingmen and 
Jianguomen are the top three stations. And in terms of station betweenness based on passenger flow (distributed by 
k-shortest paths), Xizhimen, Xuanwumen and Fuxingmen are the top three stations in the Beijing subway network. 
Above-mentioned stations are all mostly transfer stations, which indicate that transfer stations play a key important 
role in subway network. 

Section or Edge Importance. Figure 4 shows that edge betweenness based on shortest paths, k-shortest paths 
and passenger flow have a big difference between each other. In terms of edge betweenness based on shortest paths, 
“Caishikou-Xuanwumen”, “Taoranting-Caishikou” and “Xuanwumen-Caishikou” are the top three station sections 
in subway network. In terms of edge betweenness based on k-shortest paths, “Beijing Zoo-Xizhimen”, “Caishikou-
Xuanwumen” and “National Library-Beijing Zoo” are the top three station sections. In terms of edge betweenness 
based on passenger flow (distributed by shortest paths), “Xuanwumen-Caishikou”, “Caishikou-Taoranting” and 
“Taoranting-Beijing South Railway Station” are the top three station sections. And in terms of edge betweenness 
based on passenger flow (distributed by k-shortest paths), “Xuanwumen-Caishikou”, “Xuanwumen(Line 2)-
Xuanwumen(Line 4)” and “Caishikou-Taoranting” are the top three sections in the Beijing subway network. The 
result shows that nearly all these top three station sections come from the Line 4.  
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Fig. 3. the rank of 30 stations’ betweenness based on different methods, the black one is line betweenness of Beijing subway based on shortest 
paths, the red one is based on K-shortest paths, and the blue one and the pink one is based on passenger flow. 

 

Fig. 4.  the rank of 30 edges’ betweenness based on different methods, the black one is edge betweenness of Beijing subway based on shortest 
paths, the red one is based on K-shortest paths, and the blue one and the pink one is based on passenger flow. 

3.2. Disruption Impact Analysis 

In this section, disruption impacts on Beijing subway are investigated by using the global efficiency and attack 
strategies. Firstly, three levels of disruptions are discussed. And then, in order to investigate some specific nodes, 
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edges or lines’ efficiency, sensitive analysis is presented. To assess the impact of disruption, the values of global 
efficiency are computed as a function of fraction of stations and edges removed. At each iteration, top lines, stations 
or edges are removed from the network according to the highest betweenness priority, highest degree priority or 
randomly.  

Line disruption. Figure 5(a) illustrates the scores for global efficiency when lines are removed from network. 
Firstly, it shows andom disruption of lines results in minimum damage to the network under the same measurement 
and the highest betweenness line-based attacks cause the maximum damage. When the global efficiency is measured 
by GESW and lines are removed based on highest betweenness, 37.5% of lines removed can result in 90% reduction 
in global efficiency of subway network. But when it comes to the situation that the global efficiency is measured by 
GESW and lines are removed randomly, 37.5 percent of lines removed only result in 66% reduction. So, figure 5(a) 
illustrates that Beijing subway network is very fragile when subjected to intentional attacks, and it is robust against 
random attacks. The result also shows that Line 10 and Line 4’s breakdown has the most severe impact on the 
subway network, see Figure 5(b). The operator of Beijing subway should take measures to ensure safety of the 
subway line 10 and line 4. 

 

Fig. 5. (a) shows values of global efficiency for different attacks on the line level, (b) shows proportion of reduction in global efficiency when 
each line is removed 

Station disruption. Figure 6(a) shows the scores for global efficiency when stations are removed from network. 
Generally speaking, GEEN is less sensitive than the GESW when the fraction of removed stations changes. When it 
comes to GESW, random disruption of stations results in minimum damage to the network, and the highest 
betweenness station-based attacks and largest degree station-based attacks cause more damage. Besides, when 
taking GESW as the measurement of network efficiency and carrying out the highest betweenness line-based attacks 
and largest degree station-based attacks on network, 20% of stations removed can result in more than 90% of 
reduction in global efficiency of subway network. And when it comes to GESW and random attacks, 20% of 
stations removed only result in 70% reduction. So, figure 6(a) can also illustrate that Beijing subway network is very 
fragile when subjected to intentional attacks, and it is robust against random attacks. Besides, Figure 6(b) shows the 
proportion of reduction in global efficiency when each station is removed. The result shows that Guomao’s 
breakdown has more severe impact on the subway network and should be paid more attention by the operators. 

Edge disruption. Figure 7(a) shows the scores for global efficiency when edges are removed from network. 
Similar to stations, it is obvious that GESW is more sensitive than GEEN. Random disruption of stations and the 
disruption caused by the highest betweenness edge-based attacks do the similar damage to network efficiency. And 
the highest betweenness edge-based attacks cause slightly more damage than random attacks. Besides, when it 
comes to GESW, 40% of edges removed can result in more than 90% of reduction in global efficiency of subway 
network. Besides, Figure 7(b) shows the proportion of reduction in global efficiency when each edge is removed. 
The result shows that proportions of reduction in global efficiency of all edges are blow 1.6%. The highest score is 
the edge from Xuanwumen to Caishikou. 
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Fig. 6. (a) shows the values of global efficiency for different attacks on the station level, (b) shows proportion of reduction in global efficiency 
when each station is removed(20 stations are selected based on K-order betweenness) 

 

Fig. 7. (a) shows the values of global efficiency for different attacks on the edge level, (b) shows the proportion of reduction in global efficiency 
when each edge is removed (18 edges are selected based on K-order betweenness) 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, an estimation method is proposed to analyze the disruption impact and network importance. Firstly, 
line betweenness, station betweenness and section (edge) betweenness models based on shortest paths, K-shortest 
paths and passenger flow distribution are newly proposed and discussed in order to evaluate the lines, stations and 
edges’ importance. It should be noted that our models are based on directed and weighted network.  

Secondly, global efficiency is adopted and modified to estimate the disruption impact on network. And in order 
to simulate the practical disruption situations, three levels of attack strategies including the line level, station level 
and edge level are designed.  

Finally, a case study of Beijing subway is implemented. It shows Line 10, Line 2, Line 1, Line 4 and Line 5 are 
the top five lines in terms of line betweenness(see figure 2(b)). Some transfer stations, such as Xizhimen, 
Xuanwumen, Fuxingmen and so on, are most important stations in terms of station betweenness (see figure 4). And 
some edges(station sections) coming from line 4 are more important than others, such as “Caishikou-Xuanwumen”, 
“Xuanwumen-Caishiko”, “Beijing Zoo-Xizhimen” and so on(see figure 5). When it comes to disruption impact 
analysis, the result shows that removal of a few lines, stations or edges with a high betweenness will result in a big 
decline in the efficiency of subway network. And Beijing subway network is robust against random disruptions but 
fragile for intentional attacks. Furthermore, we investigate the global efficiency scores of network, when each line, 
station or edge is removed. The result shows that some lines (likes line 10, line 4, etc.), stations (likes Guomao, 
Haidian Huangzhuang, etc.), and edges (likes station sections between Xuanwumen and Caishikou, between 
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Caishikou and Taoranting) are the weaknesses of Beijing subway network and should be paid more attention by 
operators.  

In further studies, scheduled-expended subway network will be considered. And more rail transit network 
systems in other cities will be investigated to verify our methods. 
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